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I'm trying to integrate my vanilla
forums into a link near home.n You
have specified a support forum page
in the Vanilla admin panel where are.
I think there is a place there. But on
the other hand, where can you get

any help, I don't mean in addition to
my old support team. You may run

into a problem, such as when you try
to re-create a new forum. And so far
they all only support WP Fusion? Has
anyone come to you with a problem
of not reporting problems? I want to

test a new feature that I've been
using, but I can't install the admin
panel or I don't know what to do.

Creating new templates To create a
new template, please click on the

horizontal scroll button in the right
admin panel. You can also right-

click, then click in the admin panel to
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find the Design and Features wizard
for creating templates here: In the
next window, select the category in

which you want to create a new
template. Subject : Forum Content :
Forum Template Member search:

Font : Size : Color : As the name of
this category suggests, it includes
member search. Delete : You can

delete an existing template from this
category. Postal system: Postal

service on the forum. Messages: An
international protocol standard that

allows emoticons to be added to
messages. However, for

implementation in the system, it will
have to be added to the topic

description. Like most existing
systems, this system supports

message properties. Admin Panel :
An administration panel that allows
you to create new themes, manage

avatars and display the clock. Clock :
Set with $AUTOEXECUTE from

the admin panel: Oh Naw, I'm on the
WPF forum, we don't have a watch!
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Screenshot Posting : Screenshots for
public tabs and discussion. Links :
Our active links in the panel. (See
.htaccess, .htpasswd, .htm or .swf,

etc. files to enable the feature.)
Additional sections : We have
additional sections that can be

displayed in the Administration
panel. For example, sections

"Backup", "Expand", "Search",
"Customization" and so on. Active

links : Added with ctrl+F
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